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a b s t r a c t
Phonological development was assessed in six alphabetic orthographies (English, French,
Greek, Icelandic, Portuguese and Spanish) at the beginning and end of the ﬁrst year of read-
ing instruction. The aim was to explore contrasting theoretical views regarding: the ques-
tion of the availability of phonology at the outset of learning to read (Study 1); the
inﬂuence of orthographic depth on the pace of phonological development during the tran-
sition to literacy (Study 2); and the impact of literacy instruction (Study 3). Results from
242 children did not reveal a consistent sequence of development as performance varied
according to task demands and language. Phonics instruction appeared more inﬂuential
than orthographic depth in the emergence of an early meta-phonological capacity to
manipulate phonemes, and preliminary indications were that cross-linguistic variation
was associated with speech rhythm more than factors such as syllable complexity. The
implications of the outcome for current models of phonological development are
discussed.
 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
While the impact of variation between languages on
orthographic development has been documented in sev-
eral large-scale studies (Caravolas et al., 2012; Ellis et al.,
2004; Seymour et al., 2003; Ziegler et al., 2010), phonolog-
ical development has yet to receive the same degree of
attention in cross-linguistic research. One consequence of
this is that understanding of phonological development
in relation to early reading is informed by a predominantly
English-language literature with all the disadvantages en-
tailed by over-reliance on what is acknowledged to be an
atypical orthography (Share, 2008). Of course, many nota-
ble studies on languages other than English exist; indeed,
seminal work on phonological awareness was conducted
using the Germanic languages of Scandinavia (Lundberg,
Frost, & Petersen, 1988; Lundberg, Olofsson, & Wall,
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1980). Nevertheless, few studies have systematically com-
pared phonological development between two languages
in order to understand the interaction between native lan-
guage and progress, and none to our knowledge have made
observations cross-linguistically and longitudinally from
the point when spoken language determines phonological
awareness until increasing experience of the written
orthography begins to inﬂuence further development.
Thus, the present study is unusual in both scale and dura-
tion, as it encompasses six European languages with alpha-
betic orthographies and uses a carefully-matched
methodology to compare phonological development dur-
ing the ﬁrst year of reading acquisition.
A detailed review of the literature follows this section.
The theoretical questions under investigation concern
competing views about the nature of phonological devel-
opment. From one perspective, development is seen as a
universal sequence of increasing sensitivity to smaller
units of sound as a result of the changing organisation of
speech representations during language acquisition. How-
ever, other views predict more variability in the sequence
of development according to the characteristics of the spe-
ciﬁc language context and whether implicit or explicit
learning about sound is examined. The questions are
timely, having important implications not only for under-
standing the development of the phonological system but
also for modelling early visual word recognition (Grainger,
Lété, Bertrand, Dufau, & Ziegler, 2012; Ziegler & Goswami,
2005), where the phonological lexicon is regarded as inte-
gral to the orthographic learning process.
The data will show that the idea of a universal ﬁxed se-
quence of development is an unnecessary constraint on
thinking in this area. Instead, our experiments will reveal
a dynamic process that responds to the inﬂuences of native
language, task demands and instructional context. Surpris-
ingly, the phonological awareness literature has not always
embraced such factors perhaps due to the combination of
an anglocentric bias and a strong theoretical focus on the
size of the sounds that are important in early reading.
1.1. Competing views of preschool phonological development
The relation between phonology and orthography in
reading development is most likely bi-directional (e.g., Per-
fetti, Beck, Bell, & Hughes, 1987; Wagner, Torgesen, &
Rashotte, 1994). A necessary ﬁrst step in uncovering the
ﬁne details of this relationship between phonology and
orthography then is to describe the availability of sound
as reading acquisition begins and whether this differs
notably between languages. What would be considered
‘‘atypical’’ is particularly important since delay or impair-
ment to the availability of early phonological skills is det-
rimental to subsequent reading progress (Carroll &
Snowling, 2004).
Phonological development is characterised as a large-
to-small sequence in the Lexical Restructuring (LR) model
(Metsala & Walley, 1998; Walley, 1993). The basis of this
model is that the need to distinguish an increasing variety
of words in the developing lexicon causes recursive
change, known as lexical restructuring, in the early organi-
sation of the speech system. Spoken words are initially
represented as unanalysed wholes with the result that
attributes such as global acoustic or prosodic structure
are used for recognition. As the lexicon begins to expand
signiﬁcantly with the vocabulary growth spurt around
the age of 18 months, there is an increased need for more
ﬁne-grained sub-lexical representations to facilitate dis-
crimination between similar lexical entries. Lexical repre-
sentations, initially based around syllables, are gradually
overlaid with segmental information and cross-referenced
with existing members of similarity neighbourhoods to
produce efﬁciencies in storage and recognition. Neverthe-
less, children’s speech processing is thought to remain
more holistic than that of adults throughout middle child-
hood in spite of the increasingly segmental organisation in
long-term memory. For example, children aged between 4
and 5 years still make syllable similarity classiﬁcations
based on global similarity rather than using phonemic sim-
ilarity as favoured by adults (Treiman & Baron, 1981; Trei-
man & Breaux, 1982).
Thus, the LR model gives rise to several key claims: (1)
lexical restructuring alters the structure of speech repre-
sentations from a holistic to a segmental format (i.e. a
large-to-small sequence); (2) lexical restructuring is
vocabulary-driven and occurs ﬁrst for items that are ac-
quired early, are high in frequency and are from dense
neighbourhoods; (3) early (implicit) sensitivity to pho-
nemes in spoken word recognition is the product of this
process of segmental restructuring; (4) emerging phoneme
awareness, an explicit ability, depends on this aspect of
‘‘language development speciﬁcally, rather than on general
metacognitive ability or reading experience’’ (Metsala &
Walley, 1998, p. 108); and therefore, (5) implicit and expli-
cit performance will be related for speciﬁc items.
Some variants of the LR view exist with several authors
specifying that large-to-small restructuring follows the
proposed hierarchical internal structure of the syllable
(Selkirk, 1982). Instead of the syllable-to-phoneme se-
quence envisaged in the LR model, this would create a path
from a syllabic to an intermediate level of organisation,
which emphasises the onset (i.e. the initial consonant(s))
and the rime (the vowel plus any following consonants),
before ﬁnally settling at the phonemic level (e.g., Ferguson
& Farwell, 1975; Jusczyk, 1986). The Psycholinguistic Grain
Size (PGS) model of reading development (Ziegler & Gosw-
ami, 2005; Ziegler, Perry, Jacobs, & Braun, 2001) predicts
that preschool restructuring will only create a progression
from syllable to onset-rime awareness and that further
progression to the phoneme level will not occur until read-
ing begins (see also Goswami (2002)). Finally, while the LR
model portrays the restructuring sequence as universal,
the PGS model acknowledges the possibility of cross-lan-
guage variation on the basis of the characteristics of spo-
ken language such as the prevalence of phonological rime
neighbourhoods. Variation is limited at present to differing
rates of phonological development among European lan-
guages as opposed to the possibility of differing sequences
of development (see also Anthony & Francis, 2005).
An alternative account contained within a more general
model of meta-linguistic (ML) development, referred to
here as the ML model, contrasts with this position in a
number of ways (Gombert, 1992; Karmiloff-Smith, 1986).
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Firstly, the impetus for change is not vocabulary growth
alone but rather a wider interaction with the linguistic
environment. Secondly, lexical information, initially stored
in an instance-bound format, is gradually reorganised to
allow representation of more abstract, system-wide
knowledge about the system of language sounds. This of-
fers some degree of elementary (epi-linguistic) control,
although the information is still inaccessible to conscious
awareness. This phase is necessary for the development
of conscious (meta-linguistic) control but it is not sufﬁcient,
as only the presence of a speciﬁc meta-cognitive demand
in the external language environment leads to the ability
to manipulate sound consciously. Thirdly, meta-phonolog-
ical development proceeds independently for each unit of
sound, leaving open the possibility that a child could be
in the more explicit meta-phase for phonemes but remain
in the implicit epi-phase for larger rime units. Finally, the
overt dependence of the model on the language environ-
ment creates the potential for alternative routes in phono-
logical development according to the characteristics of
native language.
Evidence relating to these points of contrast between
the models will be reviewed in the remainder of this
section.
1.1.1. Inﬂuence of vocabulary growth
Vocabulary-driven restructuring, as described in the LR
model, is supported by developmental evidence that low
frequency words are more likely to be represented in
greater phonological detail if they are from dense than
sparse phonological neighbourhoods (Metsala, 1997,
1999). Nevertheless, the observation that this frequency
by neighbourhood density interaction is displayed to the
same extent by literate and illiterate adult populations in
gating and identiﬁcation in noise tasks (Ventura, Kolinsky,
Fernandes, Querido, & Morais, 2007a), raises issues about
the relationship between restructuring and vocabulary
growth since vocabulary tends to be smaller in illiterate
than literate groups (Morais & Kolinsky, 2002). One possi-
bility is that segmental restructuring occurs after a certain
threshold of vocabulary is acquired and so the process
would be complete by adulthood regardless of literacy
(Metsala, Stavrinos, & Walley, 2009; Ventura et al.,
2007a), but this would need to be reconciled with evidence
that segmental organisation and vocabulary are related
within both child and adult populations (Foy & Mann,
2009). Another possibility suggested by studies of young
word learners is that vocabulary size is not a direct factor
since segmental representations may be present earlier
than previously thought, although access to these may be
difﬁcult and dependent on familiarity (Ballem & Plunkett,
2005).
Evidence of a relation between vocabulary and later
phonological awareness is also somewhat mixed. While
receptive vocabulary is a strong correlate of phonological
awareness in some studies (McBride-Chang, Wagner, &
Chang, 1997; Metsala, 1999), others have failed to ﬁnd
such a relationship (Elbro, Borstrom, & Petersen, 1998;
Garlock, Walley, & Metsala, 2001). In yet other studies,
facility at recognising spoken words from sparse neigh-
bourhoods emerged as a predictor (Garlock et al., 2001;
Metsala et al., 2009). Although this latter ﬁnding does not
appear consistent with LR predictions, it could be that this
measure acts as an index of the quality of the underlying
speech representations that may underpin both vocabulary
acquisition and phonological awareness (e.g., Boada & Pen-
nington, 2006; Elbro et al., 1998).
1.1.2. A large-to-small sequence in phonological development
One important but unanswered question is whether the
view that early lexical representations become increas-
ingly segmental is best characterised as a large-to-small
(syllable-to-phoneme) sequence as implied in the LR mod-
el, or whether restructuring might be progressive in the
sense that there is an intermediate onset-rime level of rep-
resentation as suggested in the PGS model.
Preschool sensitivity to syllables and rimes in phono-
logical awareness tasks is well documented (Goswami &
Bryant, 1990) but reports of the relative salience of these
units vary. Carroll, Snowling, Hulme, and Stevenson
(2003) found no preschool difference in syllable and rime
matching where word pairs containing shared sounds
had to be discriminated from those with no sounds in com-
mon. In contrast, Anthony, Lonigan, Driscoll, Phillips, and
Burgess (2003) observed an overall advantage for syllables
over rimes in tasks requiring sound blending to form
words or sound deletion from words. Much may depend
on unit size since syllables (e.g., window, table) are not
necessarily larger than rimes (e.g., tent, ghost), and indeed,
when Treiman and Zukowski (1991) equated unit size
within words, kindergartners showed no matching advan-
tage for syllables over rimes. Similarly, Savage, Blair, and
Rvachew (2006) found equivalent matching for rimes
(‘‘bag-rag’’) and similarly-sized head (onset + vowel) units
(‘‘dog-doll’’) among pre-readers.
Awareness of onsets and rimes seems reliably stronger
than phoneme awareness prior to school entry (see Gosw-
ami and Bryant (1990) for a review). However, similar is-
sues relating to unit size arise and comparisons
frequently contain not just a contrast in sound (rimes vs.
phonemes) but also a contrast in task (e.g., oddity vs. dele-
tion). Oddity tasks require detection of the ‘‘odd word out’’
from a sequence of words in which all but one share the
same sounds (e.g., cat, hat, leg). The meta-cognitive de-
mands of deletion tasks are higher as these involve the re-
moval of one sound from a word or nonword and
pronunciation of the remainder (e.g., ‘‘Say card without
the /d/ sound’’).
When each sound is measured via the same task, accu-
racy can sometimes be higher for phonemes than rimes
(Anthony et al., 2003; Seymour & Evans, 1994). Phonemes
appear most accessible when they correspond to word on-
sets as Kirtley, Bryant, Maclean, and Bradley (1989) found
pre-schoolers to be better at oddity detection for se-
quences of words sharing (initial phoneme) onsets (e.g.,
doll–deaf–can) or rimes (e.g., top–rail–hop) than ﬁnal pho-
nemes (e.g., mop, lead, whip).
Several authors have argued that consideration of task
demands is fundamental to the understanding of phono-
logical development (e.g., Bertelson & de Gelder, 1989,
1991; Morais, 1991; Morais, Alegria, & Content, 1987a).
Such work contrasts a holistic or implicit sensitivity to
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sound similarity, sufﬁcient for tasks such as oddity and
matching, with more analytic or explicit skills that may
be required for deletion or word segmentation. Rather con-
fusingly, disparities in terminology exist between the pho-
nological development models: the LR model regards the
online use of phonological representations in spoken word
recognition as implicit processing but phonological aware-
ness tasks as explicit; whereas, the ML distinction between
epi- and meta-linguistic control is similar to that outlined
above in suggesting that phonological awareness tasks
themselves can be implicit or explicit in nature according
to their demands.
Observations support this latter distinction since chil-
dren can show an advantage for rimes over phonemes in
implicit oddity tasks and yet be unable to identify the rime
shared by pairs like ‘‘boat-goat’’ in a more explicit common
unit identiﬁcation task (Duncan, Seymour, & Hill, 1997)
This pattern is similar to the illiterate Brazilian poet (Ber-
telson & de Gelder, 1989), who composed poetry based
on rhyme and showed perfect accuracy at implicit rhyme
judgements and rhyme production but was unable to iso-
late the shared parts of word-pairs which he had identiﬁed
as rhyming or to explain why words rhyme (see also Mor-
ais et al., 1987a). Among beginning readers, this pattern of
poor explicit rime awareness has been observed in spite of
excellent awareness of the shared phoneme in pairs like
‘‘face-food’’ (Duncan & Seymour, 2000; Duncan et al.,
1997; Goswami & East, 2000; Seymour, Duncan, & Bolik,
1999). An advantage for larger over smaller units in match-
ing tasks but a small-unit advantage in common unit iden-
tiﬁcation has also been observed among pre-readers
(Savage et al., 2006). Thus, the evidence implies that pho-
nological development may at times follow a small-to-
large rather than a large-to-small path, depending on the
nature of the phonological task and the spoken or written
language demands placed upon the child. There is no pro-
vision for this in the LR model, although it could be accom-
modated within the ML model.
1.1.3. A universal sequence of phonological development
A large-to small progression has also been reported in
languages other than English. For example, kindergarten-
ers show better syllable than phoneme awareness in
French, Greek, Italian and Turkish, (e.g., Cossu, Shankweil-
er, Liberman, Katz, & Tola, 1988; Demont & Gombert, 1996;
Durgunog˘lu & Öney, 1999; Harris & Giannouli, 1999), lead-
ing to claims that a large-to-small sequence is universal in
European languages (Anthony & Francis, 2005; Goswami,
2002).
However, there are indications from Dutch that task de-
mands and unit size may exert an effect on performance.
Rimes show an intermediate status between syllables
and phonemes in oddity tasks (de Jong & van der Leij,
2003) but seem less salient in more explicit tasks (e.g.,
Geudens & Sandra, 2003; Geudens, Sandra, & Van den Bro-
eck, 2004). Further, Bertelson, de Gelder, and van Zon
(1997) observed that phonemes corresponding to the on-
sets of words with a Consonant–Vowel–Consonant–Conso-
nant (CVCC) structure were no more salient in a matching
task than those that split the onset (CCVC), reinforcing the
importance of unit size in such tasks; nevertheless, initial
phoneme deletion, a more explicit task, was easier from
the CVCC structures. In Spanish, the large-to-small se-
quence in matching becomes more evident the more that
syllables and rimes differ in size and duration (Goikoetxea,
2005).
Cross-linguistic variation has also been noted (Carav-
olas & Bruck, 1993; Cossu et al., 1988; Durgunog˘lu &
Öney, 1999), raising questions about the idea of a universal
developmental sequence (Deﬁor, 2004). Higher levels of
syllable awareness in Turkish, Italian, and also Greek, have
been linked to their simple syllable structures and limited
vowel repertoires compared to languages like English and
French (Anthony & Francis, 2005; Ziegler & Goswami,
2005). Phoneme awareness may be accelerated in lan-
guages where complex consonant structures are more fre-
quent (Caravolas & Bruck, 1993; Caravolas & Landerl,
2010). According to the PGS model, phoneme awareness
emerges faster in simple syllable languages because on-
set-rime and phoneme levels coincide within CV syllables.
Exactly how cross-linguistic variation might be ex-
plained within the LR model has yet to be clariﬁed. One
possibility is that restructuring is determined by the den-
sity of the phonological neighbourhoods present in vocab-
ulary, a factor that has been discussed in relation to the
timing of restructuring during childhood (Storkel, 2004),
but which may also lead to cross-linguistic variation in
the speed of restructuring (Vicente, Castro, & Walley,
2003). A feature of languages containing simple syllable
structures is the large number of polysyllabic words,
whereas languages with more complex syllables do not
need to rely on syllable combination for lexical variety,
as variety can also exist via changes in syllable structure
(Fenk-Oczlon & Fenk, 1999). Vicente et al. (2003) examined
this in relation to Portuguese which permits only CC clus-
ters in the onset position and single C codas. As Portuguese
vocabulary expands, more and more polysyllabic words
are added to the lexicon; however, the majority of these
words occupy sparse phonological neighbourhoods.
Vocabulary growth in English consists of the acquisition
of shorter words with complex syllable structures many
of which occupy relatively dense neighbourhoods. Thus,
any pressure for lexical restructuring may vary between
languages and might be regarded as greater in English,
leading to faster restructuring than in languages with sim-
pler syllable structures like Portuguese, Turkish or Italian
(Vicente et al., 2003).
Alternatively, cross-linguistic variation might be sufﬁ-
cient to inﬂuence the sequence of phonological develop-
ment. The ﬁrst linguistic skills phase of the ML model
shapes subsequent development through the inﬂuence of
native language on the early organisation of the linguistic
system. Gombert (1992) reviews illustrative evidence that
infants become adept at native phonetic distinctions but
lose the ability to discriminate non-native contrasts. Evi-
dence that speech perception and production mechanisms
come to vary between languages from different speech
rhythm categories will be explored here as an analogous
instance of ﬁrst linguistic skills. Syllable structure together
with patterns of vowel reduction and lexical stress form
the basis of several metrics of speech rhythm (Dauer,
1983; Grabe & Low, 2002; Ramus, Nespor, & Mehler,
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1999), which can distinguish prototypical stress-timed
languages like English, German and Dutch from syllable-
timed languages like French, Italian and Spanish. The for-
mer differ from the latter in the tendency for lexical stress
to be contrastive; that is, the level of emphasis given to
each syllable in polysyllabic words is critical for word
meaning (e.g. stress position distinguishes the noun (initial
stress) and verb (ﬁnal stress) forms of the English word
‘‘abstract’’). Lexical stress appears to contribute more to
spoken word recognition for contrastive than for ﬁxed stress
languages in which the position of lexical stress is uniform
and not indicative of word meaning (Cutler, 2005). Stress-
timed languages often also show vowel reduction in un-
stressed syllables and are characterised by greater syllable
complexity than syllable-timed languages. Table 1 tabulates
these factors for the languages in the present study.
Nevertheless, controversy exists over the precise deﬁni-
tion of speech rhythm (e.g., Arvaniti, 2007; Dauer, 1983;
Kohler, 2009), with alternative suggestions being that pro-
sodic properties may underpin the rhythmic continuum
(e.g., Arvaniti, 2007; Dauer, 1983; Prieto, del Mar Vanrell,
Astruc, Payne, & Post, 2012), or that rhythm may involve
perceptual grouping on the part of the listener (e.g., Arvan-
iti, 1994; Dauer, 1983; Lee & Todd, 2004; Lehiste, 1977).
Notwithstanding this controversy, the evidence is consid-
erable that infant speech perception quickly tunes into
the rhythm of native language and that such effects persist
in adult speech perception (e.g., Kim, Davis, & Cutler, 2008;
Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder, & Segui, 1981; Nazzi,
Bertoncini, & Mehler, 1998; Nazzi, Iakimova, Bertoncini,
Fredonie, & Alcantara, 2006).
Sensitivity to rhythm in speech has recently been iden-
tiﬁed as a signiﬁcant predictor of later reading success
(e.g., Goswami et al., 2002; Gutierrez-Palma & Palma-
Reyes, 2008; Holliman, Wood, & Sheehy, 2010). Syllable
awareness is one aspect of preschool phonological devel-
opment that may show evidence of differences in speech
rhythm. In stress-timed English, syllable boundaries ap-
pear to lack clarity resulting in evidence of ambisyllabicity
in syllabiﬁcations by adult and child native speakers (Trei-
man, Bowey, & Bourassa, 2002). Data already exist to show
differences in syllable awareness between English and syl-
lable-timed French, with syllables appearing more salient
in the latter (Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Seguí, 1986; Duncan,
Cole, Seymour, & Magnan, 2006). Thus, speech rhythm
might be one aspect of the early language environment
emphasised by the ML model that has the potential to pro-
duce variation in phonological development.
1.2. The inﬂuence of orthography
A new system of interactive links between phonology
and orthography is thought to be initiated by learning to
read (e.g., Ehri, 1992; Perfetti et al., 1987). This informs
not only the reading but also the speech processing of
adults and children (Pattamadilok, Perre, & Ziegler, 2011;
Ventura, Morais, & Kolinsky, 2007b; Ziegler & Ferrand,
1998). Of interest in the present context is the prospect
that differences between orthographies can lead to cross-
linguistic variation in the ease and speed of further phono-
logical development (Cossu et al., 1988).
The concept of orthographic depth distinguishes alphabetic
orthographies according to the complexity of their letter-
sound correspondences (Frost, Katz, & Bentin, 1987). In a
shallow orthography, a direct 1:1 relation exists between spo-
ken sounds and the graphemes that represent those sounds,
whereas, in a deep orthography, the relation between spoken
and written language is more opaque. Niessen, Frith, Reit-
sma, and Öhngren (2000) classiﬁed European languages
according to orthographic depth (see Fig. 1), identifying the
shallower orthographies as Finnish, Greek, Spanish, Icelandic,
Norwegian and Swedish, the intermediate group as Portu-
guese and French, and the deepest orthographies as Danish
and English. Subsequent work has broadly supported this
classiﬁcation except to suggest that French may be a deeper
orthography than Portuguese, and that Swedish may be dee-
per than Icelandic and Norwegian (Borgwaldt, Hellwig, & de
Groot, 2005; Serrano et al., 2010; Seymour et al., 2003).
In the LR model, early phoneme awareness depends en-
tirely on preschool restructuring. The PGS model instead
predicts that restructuring only creates a progression from
syllable to rime awareness and that further progression to
the phoneme level does not occur until reading begins
(Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). A further claim is that this pro-
cess will be slower in deeper orthographies due to the
inconsistency of grapheme-to-phoneme links (e.g., Gosw-
ami, Porpodas, & Wheelwright, 1997; Goswami, Ziegler,
Dalton, & Schneider, 2001). The ML model makes no direct
Table 1
Language characteristics indicating type of lexical stress (contrastive, ﬁxed), occurrence of vowel reduction and syllable structure (number of consonants
permitted in onset and coda positions) and the percentage of open syllables.
Language Stress Vowel reduction Syllable structure
Onset Coda % Open syllables
English Contrastive Yes CCC CCCC 44a
Icelandic Fixed No CCCC CCC Not available
Greek Contrastive Yesb CCC Cc 69d
Portuguese Contrastive Yes CC C 81e
Spanish Contrastive No CC CC 70a
French Fixed No CCC CC 74a
a Dauer (1983).
b Arvaniti (2007).
c Mennen and Okalidou (2006).
d Dauer (1980).
e Frota and Vigário (2001).
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predictions about the inﬂuence of orthographic depth but a
central claim is that explicit awareness results from the
external demand imposed by learning to read, which might
be interpreted as encompassing orthographic depth.
Mann and Wimmer (2002) reported that German kin-
dergartners were at chance even at implicit phoneme
matching (cf. the LR model), whereas English-speaking
kindergartners, who are taught letters at kindergarten,
showed implicit and explicit phoneme awareness. Once
German children also began to learn about letters at
school, phoneme awareness was observed to emerge at a
faster rate than in English perhaps due to the greater trans-
parency of the German orthography (PGS model), although
an alternative explanation was that the pace of the phonics
reading instruction was more intensive in German than
English (see Duncan et al. (2006) for a similar result from
a comparison of French and English).
In spite of instruction having been shown to inﬂuence
phonological awareness (e.g., Alegria, Pignot, & Morais,
1982; Mann, 1986; Read, Zhang, Nie, & Ding, 1986), instruc-
tion plays a relatively minor role in the PGS model, being
limited to initiating completion of the segmental restructur-
ing process. Instruction is more central to the ML model
where it triggers the emergence and automation of explicit
awareness of sounds that receive teaching emphasis. There-
fore, instructional differences might create variation in the
imperative for intentional control over particular sounds.
1.3. The present study
The research to be presented here is a longitudinal
study of phonological development in six European lan-
guages with alphabetic orthographies. Our investigation
starts on school entry (Time 1) and follows the children un-
til the end of the ﬁrst year of literacy acquisition (Time 2).
At each point, two phonological tasks with differing de-
mands are administered to assess awareness of syllable,
rime and phoneme units. The aim is to explore: the ques-
tion of the availability of phonology in the six languages
at the outset of learning to read (Study 1); the inﬂuence
of orthographic depth on the pace of phonological develop-
ment during the transition to literacy (Study 2); and the
impact of literacy instruction on the sequence of phonolog-
ical development (Study 3).
2. Study 1: Availability of phonology at Time 1
Study 1 assesses the LR model prediction that phono-
logical development follows a large-to-small sequence
with the result that there should be a universal advantage
for syllables over phonemes at the outset of reading. On-
sets and rimes may occupy an intermediate phase, in
which case, phonemes (which are also onsets) and rimes
should be equally salient (PGS model). Thus, in contrast
to the ML model which does not predict a ﬁxed sequence,
the LR model predicts a consistent effect of unit size (lar-
ge > small) in phonological tasks.
If, on the other hand, spoken language characteristics
affect phonological development then unit size will inter-
act with language, and differing patterns of unit salience
may be observed among the language groups. According
to the PGS model, development may progress more quickly
in languages with simple syllables (see also Anthony &
Francis, 2005), and onset-rime awareness may be acceler-
ated when phonological rime neighbourhood density is
high.1 Differences in the sequence rather than rate of devel-
opment could be encompassed within the ML model, which
emphasises the role of native language in shaping phonolog-
ical development. Speech rhythm will be considered here as
one linguistic characteristic that might create variation. The
existing literature consistently distinguishes syllable-timed
French and Spanish from stress-timed English (e.g., Dauer,
1983; Prieto et al., 2012; Ramus et al., 1999) and most often
places European Portuguese and Greek in an intermediate
category (Dauer, 1983; Frota & Vigário, 2001; Grabe &
Low, 2002). Icelandic has not yet been classiﬁed, and while
its Germanic origin and complex syllables suggest stress-
timing, the absence of vowel reduction plus ﬁxed lexical
stress contribute to a mixed proﬁle (Table 1).
Comparison of within-language unit salience effects is
the most rigorous evidence that we can offer on the ques-
tion of cross-language variation. Our rich data set also al-
lows awareness of each unit to be contrasted across
languages but despite our efforts to match stimuli and par-
ticipants, it cannot be established unequivocally that these
are comparable (Share, 2008). Nevertheless, exploratory
analyses will be presented to provide preliminary data
about whether any such language differences appear most
consistent with an effect of syllable complexity (English,
Icelandic > French, Greek > Spanish, Portuguese) or speech
rhythm (English vs. (Icelandic, Greek, Portuguese) vs.
French, Spanish).
Orthographic Depth
Shallow Deep
Simple Finnish Spanish 
Greek 
Portuguese 
French 
Syllable Structure
Complex
 Norwegian
Swedish 
Icelandic
 Danish
English
Fig. 1. Classiﬁcation of languages in terms of orthographic depth and syllable structure (Niessen et al., 2000). The languages included in the present study
are highlighted in bold.
1 Note that this latter argument, based on a similar numerical advantage
for rime neighbours across English, French, German and Dutch, needs to be
reconciled with evidence of low rime salience in Dutch (e.g., Geudens &
Sandra, 2003).
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2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
A total of 242 primary school entrants took part from
schools with equivalent class sizes and middle-class catch-
ment areas in similar small European towns to enable
comparison of the following languages: English, Greek, Ice-
landic, Portuguese, Spanish and (Belgian) French. As part of
a larger longitudinal study of reading development, the
phonological assessments together with background and
reading measures were administered at the beginning of
the ﬁrst school year (Time 1) and after 10 months of
schooling (Time 2).2
Appropriate informed consent procedures were fol-
lowed in each country. While UK children were 5 years
old at Time 1 due to the earlier commencement of school-
ing in the UK, all other language groups were aged 6 years.
A teacher questionnaire3 conﬁrmed that reading instruction
followed a phonics programme in each country, which
meant that in addition to word reading activities children
encountered letters and learned their sounds early in the
school year and completed phonics exercise to practice let-
ter-sound decoding.
2.2. Materials and procedure
2.2.1. Phonological tasks
Same-different matching (implicit sensitivity to phono-
logical similarity) was contrasted with common unit iden-
tiﬁcation (explicit manipulation of sound). All phonological
units were located in the initial syllable of disyllabic words
as only disyllables are typical across all languages in our
study. Our predictions are unaffected by this since all syl-
lables are thought to have a hierarchical structure with
each syllable in a word being most easily divisible into on-
sets and rimes and only then into phonemes (Selkirk, 1982;
Treiman, 1992). The most typical stress pattern was used
in each language (e.g., English, Greek, Icelandic, Spanish
and Portuguese: initial stress; French: ﬁnal stress). Three
sets of 8 word-pairs were constructed according to the
(only) shared sound: syllable, rime or phoneme (see Ta-
ble 2). Each set contained an equal number of CV (open)
and CVC (closed) initial syllables according to the maximal
onset principle of syllabiﬁcation (Pulgram, 1970). This
choice of syllable structures meant that shared phonemes
were also word onsets and that the shared rimes in CV syl-
lables were also phonemes. The CVC condition proved dif-
ﬁcult to form in Greek and Icelandic. Only two CVC items
were included for each sound in Greek and three CVC items
for syllables and phonemes in Icelandic with accuracy cal-
culated as a proportion of these items.
As part of the wider longitudinal study, the school read-
ing books that were available to children from the ﬁrst to
the fourth year of schooling were scanned to compile a
simple printed word database in each country. All words
were selected to be either in the school reading books or
oral vocabularies of the beginning readers and, in lan-
guages where a psycholinguistic database was available,
target frequency was matched between conditions (e.g.,
English items were matched using CPWD (Stuart, Dixon,
Masterson, & Gray, 2003): Unit, F(2,42) = 1.16, p > .05;
Structure, F < 1; and Unit by Structure, F(2,42) = 1.34,
p > .05).
Target pairs were used in both tasks (see Table A1). The
matching task additionally had 24 foil pairs with no sounds
in common (e.g., fountain-shoulder [faun][tIn]-
[SEul][dE(r)]), mummy-parrot [mV][mi]-[pæ][rEt]). The
items for each task were blocked by condition, each in a
separate testing session. Condition order was counterbal-
anced over participants in each country with the proviso
that all matching conditions were presented before com-
mon unit conditions to avoid artiﬁcially drawing children’s
attention to segments of sound in the matching task.
2.2.1.1. Matching task procedure. A demonstration item
introduced a puppet who liked word-pairs that sound the
same. On subsequent trials, after repetition of each item
by both child and experimenter, the child chose either a
picture of a happy or sad face according to whether the
puppet liked the words. Corrective feedback was only gi-
ven on two practice items when the shared sound was
emphasised orally but not segmented. Accuracy was ana-
lysed after applying a simple correction for guessing
(hits-false alarms).
2.2.1.2. Common unit identiﬁcation task procedure. A dem-
onstration item introduced a different puppet who liked
to say the little bits of words that sound the same. On each
trial, after repetition of the word-pair, the child ‘‘helped’’
the puppet to answer the question: ‘‘Which bit sounds
the same in. . ..?’’ Corrective feedback which isolated the
shared sound was only given on the two practice items.
2.2.2. Literacy tasks
Tests of letter knowledge, word reading and nonword
naming were administered at Times 1 and 2. Cognitive
Workshop software developed at the Universities of Dun-
dee in the United Kingdom and Jyväskylä in Finland was
used to run the experiments in each country. The proce-
dure was the same for each task: stimuli in 48 point Times
New Roman font were presented centrally, preceded by a
1000 ms central ﬁxation and a 1000 ms blank screen, and
remained on the screen until a vocal response was made,
or for 10,000 ms.
2.2.2.1. Letter knowledge. Upper and lower-case letter-
sound knowledge was assessed. The number of letters in
each alphabet varied: English = 26; Greek = 24; Icelan-
dic = 32; Portuguese = 31; Spanish = 27; and French = 26.
Letter-sounds or letter-names were accepted as correct in
Greek and Icelandic.
2.2.2.2. Simple word reading. Words were high in school
reading book database frequency and had a consistent
1:1 relationship between spelling and sound (e.g., dog,
sun, dragon), in line with the predominant letter-sound
correspondences taught via phonics reading instruction.
English, Icelandic and French words had 1 or 2 syllables,
2 The ﬁrst testing point was delayed by approximately 2 weeks in
Belgium.
3 Available on request from the authors.
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and Greek, Portuguese and Spanish words had 2 or 3 sylla-
bles. There were 4 short words and 2 long words at Time 1,
and 8 short words and 4 long words at Time 2. Content and
function words were evenly distributed at each length.
2.2.2.3. Monosyllabic nonword naming. Nonwords had a CV,
VC or CVC structure. Participants saw two examples of each
structure at Time 1 and four examples of each at Time 2.
2.3. Results
Data were converted to proportions due to small differ-
ences in the number of items between languages in some
of the tests (e.g. alphabetic letters; CVC phonological items
in Greek) and hence, these analyses were conducted on
arcsine transformed data. After the usual screening proce-
dures, some additional checks were made for outliers. No
obviously aberrant cases were identiﬁed but inevitably
children were progressing at different rates. To establish
whether cases at the edge of the distribution were distort-
ing results, phonological task analyses were re-run after
trimming the data to remove the highest- and lowest-scor-
ing child in each language. As this made no appreciable dif-
ference, only the analyses of the full dataset are reported in
the text to provide the most accurate reﬂection of the
range of performance within each classroom.
2.3.1. Literacy tasks
Table 3 contains mean percentage accuracy for letter
identiﬁcation and reading. For letters, languages differed
signiﬁcantly in one-way ANOVAs for upper-case, Fð5;236Þ ¼
5:64; p < :001;g2p ¼ :11, and lower-case, Fð5;236Þ ¼ 5:41;
p < :001;g2p ¼ :10. Tukey HSD tests (a < .05) were used for
post hoc analyses. The pattern was similar for both letter-
cases, with lowest scores in Portuguese. Greek overlapped
with Portuguese and with all other groups except Icelandic,
the most accurate group. English-speakers were not disadvan-
taged by being a year younger as they were high performers,
knowing 50–60% of letters at the outset of schooling.
Signiﬁcant group differences emerged in word,
Fð5;236Þ ¼ 3:27; p < :01;g2p ¼ :07, and nonword reading,
Fð5;236Þ ¼ 7:89; p < :001;g2p ¼ :14. Word reading was
similar across groups with only high-scoring Icelandic
being distinguishable from low-scoring Portuguese chil-
dren. A similar pattern emerged for nonword naming (Por-
tuguese, English, Greek < Spanish, Icelandic), with French
forming an intermediate group that overlapped with all
but the most accurate Icelandic children.
2.3.2. Matching task
A three-way ANOVA on accuracy data (Table 4) with be-
tween-participants factor, language (English, Greek, Icelan-
dic, Portuguese, Spanish, French) and within-participants
factors, unit (syllable, rime, phoneme) and structure (CVC,
CV) showed all main effects to be signiﬁcant (language:
Fð5;236Þ ¼ 9:21; p < :001;g2p ¼ :16; unit: Fð2;472Þ ¼
109:60; p < :001;g2p ¼ :32; structure: Fð1;236Þ ¼ 16:19;
p < :001;g2p ¼ :06Þ. The interaction structure by language
was not signiﬁcant, F(5,236) = 1.98, p = .08, but the other
two-way interactions were (unit by language: Fð10;472Þ ¼
3:26; p < :001;g2p ¼ :07; unit by structure: Fð2;472Þ ¼ 13:07;
p < :001;g2p ¼ :05Þ, as was the three-way interaction
unit by structure by language, Fð10;472Þ ¼ 3:03; p <
:001;g2p ¼ :06.
Sounds were more salient in CVC structures where syl-
lables and rimes were larger according to simple effects for
the three-way interaction: this applied to all units in
Greek, F(1,49) = 13.40, p < .01, but just to rimes in Portu-
guese, F(2,42) = 6.20, p < .01, Spanish, F(2,122) = 10.95,
p < .001, and marginally so in French, F(2,38) = 3.18,
p = .05. The Spanish group showed a signiﬁcant effect of
structure for phonemes (CV > CVC), and the French group
showed a similar but marginal effect. The effect of struc-
ture was marginal in Icelandic, F(1,32) = 3.83, p = .06, and
non-signiﬁcant in English.
Simple effects for the theoretically important unit by
language interaction revealed signiﬁcant effects of unit
for all languages (English: F(2,108) = 17.10, p < .001;
Greek: F(2,98) = 34.16, p < .001; Icelandic:
F(2,64) = 11.76, p < .001; Portuguese: F(2,42) = 16.27,
p < .001; Spanish: F(2,122) = 41.70, p < .001; French:
F(2,38) = 30.92, p < .001). English and Greek showed a sim-
ilar pattern: syllables > phonemes > rimes; whereas for
Icelandic, Portuguese, Spanish and French the pattern
was: syllables > rimes = phonemes (Fig. 2a).
On syllables, English performance was signiﬁcantly
worse than Spanish, Icelandic and French (all three equal),
with Greek and Portuguese overlapping each grouping,
F(5,236) = 5.24, p < .001). On rimes, English and Greek per-
formance was equivalent and signiﬁcantly worse than all
the other languages, F(5,236) = 21.33, p < .001. A different
pattern emerged for phonemes with the only signiﬁcant
difference between French (low) and Icelandic (high),
F(5,236) = 2.92, p < .05.
2.3.3. Common unit identiﬁcation
Despite the tendency to ﬂoor effects for CVC rime
accuracy (Table 5), an ANOVA was conducted with
between-participants factor, language (English, Greek,
Icelandic, Portuguese, Spanish, French) and within-
participants factors, unit (syllable, rime, phoneme) and
structure (CVC, CV). All main effects were signiﬁcant:
language ðFð5;236Þ ¼ 15:27; p < :001;g2p ¼ :24Þ; unit
Table 2
English examples showing the structure of the target stimuli used in the matching and common unit tasks.
Shared sounda Target word-pair
CVC initial syllables CV initial syllables
Syllable window-winter[wIn][dEu]-[wIn][tE(r)] letter-lemon[le][tE(r)]-[le][mEn]
Rime panther-bandage[pæn][„E(r)]-[bæn][dIdZ] comic-poppy[kA][mIk]- [pA][pi]
Phoneme penguin-padlock[pe=][gwIn]-[pæd]-[lAk] wallet-woman[wA][lIt]-[wu][mEn]
a Shared sounds occur in the initial syllable.
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ðFð2;472Þ ¼ 58:59; p < :001;g2p ¼ :20Þ; and structure
ðFð1;236Þ ¼ 137:77; p < :001; g2p ¼ :37Þ. All two- and
three-way interactions were signiﬁcant (unit by language:
Fð10;472Þ ¼ 17:10; p < :001;g2p ¼ :27; structure by lan-
guage: Fð5;236Þ ¼ 31:85; p < :001;g2p ¼ :40; unit by struc-
ture: Fð2;472Þ ¼ 57:89; p < :001;g2p ¼ :20; language by
unit by structure, Fð10;472Þ ¼ 9:21; p < :001;g2p ¼ :16Þ.
Exploration of the three way interaction conﬁrmed
the greater ease of not only rime but also syllable iden-
tiﬁcation in small CV structures (Icelandic:
F(2,64) = 8.73, p < .001; Portuguese: F(2,42) = 3.98,
p < .05; Spanish: F(2,122) = 44.78, p < .001; French:
F(2,38) = 18.92, p < .001). This only applied to syllables
in Greek, F(2,98) = 13.00, p < .001, and no effect was
observed in English. Phoneme identiﬁcation was not af-
fected by structure in English, Icelandic and Portuguese
but was easier in CVC structures for Greek and French
(marginal), and in CV structures for Spanish.
Combining over structures ameliorated the ﬂoor effect
to allow investigation of the important unit by language
interaction via simple effects. Unit was signiﬁcant in
all languages (English: F(2,108) = 85.37, p < .001; Greek:
F(2,98) = 14.83, p < .001; Icelandic: F(2,64) = 48.49,
p < .001; Spanish: F(2,122) = 19.73, p < .001; French: F(2,38) =
9.53, p < .001; and marginal in Portuguese: F(2,42) = 2.87,
p = .07). Phonemes were more salient than syllables and
rimes in English, Greek and Icelandic. Syllables were better
than rimes in Greek and Icelandic (and Portuguese). Sylla-
Table 3
Chronological age in months and mean percentage accuracy for upper- and lower-case letter knowledge, simple word reading and monosyllabic nonword
naming for each language at Time 1 (standard deviations in parentheses).
Language N CA months Letter knowledge Reading
Upper case Lower case Simple words Monosyllabic nonwords
English 55 63.78 (3.11) 54.96 (31.51) 51.19 (31.39) 9.09 (19.20) 5.76 (16.11)
Greek 50 74.52(3.60) 39.75 (33.36) 37.58 (33.18) 6.67 (23.33) 7.00 (22.36)
Icelandic 33 73.82(3.40) 63.73 (27.16) 56.82 (29.74) 21.72 (32.14) 30.30 (36.91)
Portuguese 22 75.45(3.79) 31.82 (33.09) 24.11 (18.19) 0.76 (3.55) 3.03 (11.07)
Spanish 62 74.50 (3.45) 61.65 (26.21) 51.08 (23.27) 15.05 (28.74) 23.66 (32.02)
French 20 77.75(4.42) 56.40 (35.25) 44.26 (23.84) 7.50 (19.62) 11.67 (28.66)
Table 4
Mean percentage accuracy for matching in each language at Time 1 (standard deviations in parentheses).
Unit Structure Language Total
English
(n = 55)
French
(n = 20)
Greek
(n = 50)
Icelandic
(n = 33)
Portuguese
(n = 22)
Spanish
(n = 62)
(n = 242)
Syllable CVC 46.36 (40.66) 76.23 (37.59) 61.00 (44.37) 75.76 (32.57) 65.91 (36.63) 70.97 (33.02) 63.94 (39.15)
CV 41.36 (41.17) 76.19 (28.67) 47.00 (40.92) 66.67 (35.17) 67.05 (37.31) 68.55 (33.25) 58.16 (38.89)
Rime CVC 12.73 (17.26) 48.63 (34.88) 20.00 (28.57) 41.92 (30.93) 55.68 (30.79) 49.60 (34.32) 34.53 (33.35)
CV 13.64 (20.31) 29.88 (20.81) 9.33 (17.87) 38.64 (30.03) 21.59 (24.76) 28.63 (25.14) 22.06 (25.06)
Phoneme CVC 29.55 (40.28) 21.19 (28.39) 37.00 (37.54) 50.51 (32.87) 30.68 (34.44) 39.92 (30.52) 36.01 (35.49)
CV 31.82 (40.38) 33.70 (35.60) 31.00 (35.32) 50.76 (37.23) 31.82 (31.98) 50.81 (28.62) 39.25 (35.86)
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Fig. 2. Percentage accuracy in phonological awareness tasks for each language group at Time 1: (a) matching task; (b) common unit task.
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bles were easiest in Spanish and French, and phonemes
were easier than rimes in Spanish but not French.
Clear accuracy differences were observed between Eng-
lish and Greek (low) and Spanish and French (high) in rela-
tion to syllables, F(5,236) = 31.54, p < .001, and rimes,
F(5,236) = 16.10, p < .001. Icelandic and Portuguese were
intermediate for syllables and rimes, with Icelandic over-
lapping with Spanish and French for syllables, and both
Icelandic and Portuguese overlapping with the high and
low groupings for rimes (see Fig. 2b). The outcome differed
noticeably for phonemes, F(5,236) = 9.05, p < .001: highest
accuracy in Icelandic and English, and lowest in Portu-
guese, French and Greek, with Spanish overlapping each
set.
2.4. Summary discussion
2.4.1. Literacy
Across languages, children were in the earliest phases of
literacy acquisition, recognising on average 12 letters but
being generally unable to read even one frequent word or
monosyllabic nonword. Icelandic children had made most
progress in literacy and Portuguese children the least but
considerable overlap in speed of acquisition was observed.
2.4.2. Matching
Syllables were more salient than phonemes in every
language as per LR predictions. Rimes and phonemes were
equally salient in Icelandic, Portuguese, Spanish and
French, consistent with onset-rime equivalence in the
PGS model, but phonemes proved easier than rimes in Eng-
lish and Greek. English tended to be less accurate than
Spanish, Icelandic and French for syllable and rime match-
ing but, for phoneme matching, accuracy was lowest in
French and highest in Icelandic.
2.4.3. Common unit identiﬁcation
Instead of a large-to-small sequence, three contrasting
patterns were observed: (1) English, Greek and Icelandic
– phonemes > syllables; (2) Portuguese – phonemes = syl-
lables; and (3) French and Spanish – syllables > phonemes.
Rime identiﬁcation was uniformly poor, either equivalent
to phonemes (Portuguese, French) or worse than pho-
nemes (English, Greek, Icelandic, Spanish). On syllable
and rime identiﬁcation, Spanish and French were consis-
tently most accurate with English and Greek least accurate
but, for phoneme identiﬁcation, English and Icelandic were
more accurate than Portuguese, French and Greek.
Although matching broadly followed the LR model
large-to-small sequence, this effect of unit size was
not consistent across phonological tasks. Further, unit
size interacted with language. Neither syllable match-
ing nor identiﬁcation was consistent with the syllable
complexity hypothesis but instead ﬁtted better with
the speech rhythm explanation. The pattern for pho-
neme awareness was different again with accuracy
highest in Icelandic, English and Spanish. Literacy and
phonological task performance differed, suggesting that
these tasks are tapping speciﬁc abilities rather than
ﬁxed effects of age or ability.
One limitation of our study was the absence of a compa-
rable vocabulary measure across languages to test the LR
prediction of vocabulary-driven segmental restructuring.
Nevertheless, the English-speakers, who were a year youn-
ger, would be predicted by the LR model to be at an earlier
point in phonological development given age-appropriate
but lower vocabulary skills. This should delay the emer-
gence of phoneme awareness but, in the event, English
common phoneme identiﬁcation was among the most
accurate.
3. Study 2: The inﬂuence of orthographic depth on
phonological awareness at Time 2
The idea of an interactive relationship between phonol-
ogy and orthography in early reading (e.g., Perfetti et al.,
1987) is the product of two hypotheses: (a) phonological
awareness is a critical precursor to learning links between
letters and sounds; and (b) the process of learning about
letters and word spellings itself enhances phonological
awareness (Castles & Coltheart, 2004).
While Study 1 assessed hypothesis (a), Study 2 provides
an opportunity to investigate hypothesis (b) after
10 months’ exposure to reading instruction. The written
symbols of all six alphabetic orthographies correspond to
the phonemes of spoken language but the orthographies
differ in depth due to variation in correspondence consis-
tency (Fig. 1). Although orthographic depth is known to
inﬂuence the rate of reading acquisition (e.g., Seymour
et al., 2003; Ziegler et al., 2010), no large-scale study has
yet examined the effect of orthographic depth on phono-
logical development.
The LR model predicts an effect of unit size (large > s-
mall) regardless of language, task and reading experience,
although segmental restructuring should have advanced
Table 5
Mean percentage accuracy for common unit identiﬁcation in each language at Time 1 (standard deviations in parentheses).
Unit Structure Language Total
English
(n = 55)
French
(n = 20)
Greek
(n = 50)
Icelandic
(n = 33)
Portuguese
(n = 22)
Spanish
(n = 62)
(n = 242)
Syllable CVC 9.55 (20.12) 52.50 (38.81) 5.00 (20.82) 32.42 (29.34) 29.55 (39.82) 29.03 (38.73) 22.09 (33.69)
CV 9.55 (18.31) 68.75 (39.63) 22.67 (32.25) 56.82 (37.64) 45.45 (47.33) 89.52 (20.52) 47.35 (43.14)
Rime CVC 2.73 (11.46) 5.00 (13.08) 3.00 (11.99) 8.84 (17.67) 4.55 (9.87) 8.06 (19.61) 5.34 (15.03)
CV 2.73 (7.87) 52.50 (42.07) 5.33 (14.85) 23.48 (33.04) 27.27 (34.42) 44.35 (36.33) 23.11 (33.62)
Phoneme CVC 64.09 (43.50) 30.00 (28.79) 33.00 (39.91) 71.72 (34.48) 26.14 (40.44) 37.10 (42.64) 45.52 (43.03)
CV 61.36 (43.52) 21.25 (29.55) 24.67 (34.87) 68.18 (34.95) 26.14 (39.70) 43.15 (41.78) 43.53 (42.19)
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since Study 1.The ML model claims that the meta-cognitive
demands of phonics instruction should trigger a differen-
tial increase in explicit awareness of phonemes across lan-
guages. Any interaction between unit size and language
could be consistent with either: (1) spoken language inﬂu-
ence – as discussed in Study 1, (a) syllable complexity (PGS
model); or (b) speech rhythm (ML model); or (2) written
language inﬂuence – orthographic depth (PGS model –
reading acquisition initiates phoneme awareness more
quickly in shallow than deep orthographies: Greek, Span-
ish, Icelandic > Portuguese > French > English).
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants, materials and procedure
As described for Study 1. Additional Time 2 assess-
ments: WISC-R Digit Span (forwards and backwards); Ra-
ven’s Progressive Coloured Matrices.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Literacy and background measures
Mean (and standard deviation) scores are in Table 6.
Letter knowledge (upper- and lower-case) was approach-
ing ceiling in all groups. The Greek and Spanish groups also
showed ceiling effects in reading both words and
nonwords, and the French-speakers for nonwords only.
One-way ANOVAs investigating language effects for the
remaining groups were signiﬁcant for words, Fð3;126Þ ¼
13:93; p < :001;g2p ¼ :25, and nonwords, Fð2;107Þ ¼
4:60; p ¼ :01;g2p ¼ :08. For words, English-speakers
performed least well with the three remaining groups
overlapping. For nonwords, English-speakers were again
the worst, Icelandic was the best and the Portuguese group
was intermediate overlapping with both. Ravens Matrices
raw scores differed by language, Fð5;234Þ ¼
19:09; p < :001;g2p ¼ :29, with Icelandic and French
performing more accurately than the other groups.
French-speakers had the highest Digit Span raw scores
and the youngest English-speakers the lowest, with the
remaining groups in the middle of the distribution,
although Portuguese was lower than Greek, Fð5;233Þ ¼
24:37; p < :001;g2p ¼ :34.
3.2.2. Matching task
Although French syllable matching was at ceiling
(Table 7), an exploratory three-way ANOVA was attempted
to fully examine the results. There was one between-par-
ticipants factor, language (English, Greek, Icelandic, Portu-
guese, Spanish, French), and two within-participants
factors, unit (syllable, rime, phoneme) and structure
(CVC, CV). All main effects, and two- and three-way inter-
actions were signiﬁcant (language: F(5,236) = 16.23,
p < .001, g2p = .26; unit: F(2,472) = 147.15, p < .001,
g2p = .38; structure: F(1,236) = 36.29, p < .001, g2p = .13; unit
by language: F(10,472) = 4.89, p < .001, g2p = .09; unit by
structure: F(2,472) = 21.24, p < .001, g2p = .08; unit by struc-
ture by language: F(10,472) = 4.70, p < .001, g2p = .09), ex-
cept structure by language, F(5,236) = 1.20, p > .05. An
analysis without the French results produced exactly the
same pattern of signiﬁcant effects (language: F(4,217) =
17.11, p < .001, g2p = .24; unit: F(2,434) = 134.58, p < .001,
g2p = .38; structure: F(1,217) = 32.88, p < .001, g2p = .13; unit
by language: F(8,434) = 5.89, p < .001, g2p = .10; unit by
structure: F(2,434) = 22.77, p < .001, g2p = .10; structure by
language: F(4,217) = 1.44, p = .22; unit by structure by lan-
guage: F(8,434) = 5.31, p < .001, g2p = .09).
English performance tended to be better with CVC
structures where syllables and rimes were larger,
F(1,54) = 3.89, p = .05. For other languages, unit and struc-
ture interacted (Greek: F(2,98) = 4.33, p < .05; Icelandic:
F(2,64) = 4.87, p < .05; Portuguese: F(2,42) = 9.62,
p < .001; Spanish: F(2,122) = 22.21, p < .001; and margin-
ally in French: F(2,38) = 3.14, p = .06). Greek showed a
CVC advantage for syllables, whereas, the CVC advantage
for Icelandic, Portuguese and Spanish (and French) was re-
stricted to rimes. Only Portuguese and Spanish showed a
structure effect for phonemes (CV advantage).
For the unit by language interaction, all languages ex-
cept Portuguese showed simple effects of unit (English:
F(2,108) = 71.57, p < .001; Greek: F(2,98) = 55.99, p <
.001; Icelandic: F(2,64) = 19.62, p < .001; Spanish: F(2,122) =
54.01, p < .001; French: F(2,38) = 22.70, p < .001). Rime
matching was least accurate across languages. Greek, Icelan-
dic and French showed no difference between syllables and
phonemes, but matching was better for syllables than pho-
nemes in English and Spanish (see Fig. 3a).
Languages differed in syllable matching, F(5,236) =
6.17, p < .001, with English and Portuguese worse than
Table 6
Mean chronological age (months), raw score for Raven’s Progressive Matrices and WISC-R Digit Span, and percentage accuracy for letter knowledge, simple
word and monosyllabic nonword reading for each language at Time 2 (standard deviations in parentheses).
Language N CA months Ravens raw
score
Digit Span raw
score
Letter knowledge% Reading%
Upper Lower Simple words Monosyllabic
nonwords
English 55 71.41 (3.13) 18.00 (3.94) 6.56 (1.71) 94.73 (8.72) 92.17 (9.85) 56.21 (25.97) 60.91 (31.13)
Greek 50 82.46 (3.64) 18.46 (4.56) 9.24 (1.61) 98.92 (2.20) 99.25 (1.62) 96.00 (5.39) 98.00 (4.31)
Icelandic 33 81.33 (3.44) 26.10 (4.70) 9.19 a (1.83) 97.63 (4.94) 96.31 (9.74) 81.82 (20.78) 78.03 (22.61)
Portuguese 22 83.45 (3.79) 18.23 (4.72) 8.00 (1.31) 87.17 (5.11) 88.91 (5.31) 78.16 (19.37) 68.94 (26.25)
Spanish 62 82.47 (3.48) 21.23 (4.71) 8.02 (1.65) 95.68a (6.18) 91.79 (7.72) 91.25 a (13.67) 91.53 a (15.98)
French 20 84.75 (4.42) 24.65 (5.58) 10.84 a (2.46) 92.20 (12.48) 88.08 (10.13) 86.56 (16.00) 94.58 (13.32)
a The Icelandic mean Digit Span score was based on 31 participants, the Spanish letter knowledge and reading percentages on 60 participants and the
French Digit Span scores on 19 participants.
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French. English was also worse than Icelandic, and the
remaining languages overlapped with these groups. For
rimes, English performance was weakest followed by
Greek. Spanish and French overlapped with Greek and
the remaining set of high performers (Portuguese, Icelan-
dic), F(5,236) = 19.94, p < .001. For phonemes, English
was weakest, and Spanish and Portuguese were intermedi-
ate, overlapping with English and the remaining languages
(F(5,236) = 6.68, p = .001).
3.2.3. Common unit identiﬁcation
All groups scored at ceiling in the phoneme condition of
the common unit task (Fig. 3b, Table 8). Despite the prox-
imity to ceiling of French and Spanish syllable identiﬁca-
tion, an exploratory analysis was conducted on the
syllable and rime data because of the interest in the com-
parison between all six languages. The three-way ANOVA
had one between-participants factor, language (English,
Greek, Icelandic, Portuguese, Spanish, French), and two
within-participants factors, unit (syllable, rime) and struc-
ture (CVC, CV). All effects were signiﬁcant (language:
Fð5;236Þ ¼ 58:44; p < :001;g2p ¼ :55; unit: Fð1;236Þ ¼
61:53; p < :001;g2p ¼ :21; structure: Fð1;236Þ ¼ 273:12;
p<:001;g2p¼:54; structure and language: Fð5;236Þ¼13:72;
p < :001;g2p ¼ :23; unit and language: Fð5;236Þ ¼ 2:35;
p < :05;g2p ¼ :05; unit and structure and language:
Fð5;236Þ ¼ 8:71; p < :001;g2p ¼ :16Þ, except for the interac-
tion between unit and structure, F(1,236) = 3.11, p = .08.
An analysis without the French and Spanish results
produced exactly the same pattern except that the unit
and language interaction was non-signiﬁcant as this
reﬂected the ceiling effects in the full analysis (language:
Fð3;156Þ ¼ 33:12; p < :001;g2p ¼ :39; unit: Fð1;156Þ ¼
20:84; p < :001;g2p ¼ :12; structure: Fð1;156Þ ¼ 211:99; p
< :001;g2p ¼ :58; unit and structure: F < 1; structure and
language: Fð3;156Þ ¼ 14:94; p < :001;g2p ¼ :22; unit and
language: F < 1; unit and structure and language: Fð3;156Þ
¼ 5:69; p ¼ :001;g2p ¼ :10).
In the three-way interaction, simple effects showed a
CV advantage for syllables and rimes in all languages.4 This
was more pronounced for syllables than rimes in Greek and
Icelandic, but the reverse was true for Spanish and French
since performance was at ceiling for syllables (Greek:
F(1,49) = 10.68, p < .01; Icelandic: F(1,32) = 4.19, p < .05;
Spanish, F(1,61) = 25.07, p < .001; French: F(1,19) = 13.74,
p < .01).
The unit by language interaction revealed simple effects
of unit (syllables > rimes) for Greek, F(1,49) = 14.79,
p < .001, Portuguese, F(1,21) = 4.65, p < .05; Spanish,
F(1,61) = 41.71, p < .001, French, F(1,19) = 16.81, p < .01,
and marginally for English, F(1,54) = 3.71, p = .06, and Ice-
landic, F(1,32) = 3.91, p = .06. Syllable, F(5,236) = 56.17,
p < .001, and rime identiﬁcation, F(5,236) = 27.25,
p < .001, differed across languages. For syllables, accuracy
was lowest in English, followed by Greek, and highest in
Table 7
Mean percentage accuracy for matching in each language at Time 2 (standard deviations in parentheses).
Unit Structure Language Total
English
(n = 55)
French
(n = 20)
Greek
(n = 50)
Icelandic
(n = 33)
Portuguese
(n = 22)
Spanish
(n = 62)
(n = 242)
Syllable CVC 73.64 (29.82) 98.75 (5.59) 94.00 (19.27) 91.92 (18.69) 81.82 (31.98) 87.90 (23.41) 86.81 (24.90)
CV 68.18 (35.50) 97.49 (7.73) 74.00 (26.55) 88.64 (22.61) 78.41 (32.09) 84.27 (23.62) 79.65 (28.44)
Rime CVC 21.36 (27.39) 71.24 (36.52) 47.00 (40.92) 78.03 (27.07) 77.27 (26.62) 69.76 (31.08) 55.99 (38.52)
CV 13.64 (21.42) 53.64 (35.61) 38.67 (33.41) 56.06 (36.45) 52.27 (40.02) 37.10 (34.69) 37.42 (35.63)
Phoneme CVC 59.09 (38.30) 88.74 (15.13) 80.00 (33.50) 89.39 (18.90) 73.86 (29.36) 66.13 (29.37) 73.14 (32.24)
CV 58.64 (39.45) 83.68 (18.74) 77.00 (28.35) 87.12 (24.30) 82.95 (28.23) 79.03 (27.61) 75.82 (31.27)
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Fig. 3. Percentage accuracy in phonological awareness tasks for each language group at Time 2: (a) matching task; (b) common unit task.
4 Note that the rime unit in CV structures corresponds to the vowel and,
therefore, is also a single phoneme.
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Spanish and French. Icelandic and Portuguese were inter-
mediate with Icelandic overlapping with Greek, and Portu-
guese with Spanish. For rimes, there were two groups:
English and Greek (low) vs. the remaining languages
(high).
3.3. Summary discussion
3.3.1. Literacy and background measures
Letter knowledge was generally excellent but only some
groups were at ceiling in reading (Spanish, Greek). Lowest
reading accuracy occurred among English-speakers who
read just over half of the words and nonwords. Icelandic
was slightly worse than predicted overall and the French
group slightly better thanexpectedwith respect to nonword
reading only. Icelandic and French children had the highest
non-verbal IQ,with the latter alsohaving thebest phonolog-
ical short-term memory. The remaining groups overlapped
except the (youngest) English-speakers who had the lowest
raw short-termmemory scores, followedby the Portuguese.
3.3.2. Matching
There were two patterns, broadly consistent with the LR
model: (a) syllables = phonemes (Greek, Icelandic, French);
and (b) syllables > phonemes (English, Spanish). Rimes
proved most difﬁcult, even more difﬁcult than phonemes,
in all languages except Portuguese, where performance
was equivalent for all sounds. Syllables were most accurate
in French and least accurate in English and Portuguese.
Rimes were most accurate in Portuguese and Icelandic,
and least accurate in English. Phonemes were least accu-
rate in English, followed by Spanish and Portuguese. The
younger English group proved poor at matching relative
to the older children.
3.3.3. Common unit identiﬁcation
Phoneme identiﬁcation was at ceiling in every language
in contrast to syllable and rime identiﬁcation. Syllables
were better than rimes in Greek, Portuguese, Spanish and
French. Syllables were most accurate in Spanish and
French and least accurate in English, and rimes were least
accurate in English and Greek.
Matching performance conformed to LR predictions
(syllablesP phonemes). Common unit performance
was consistent instead with the ML model as ceiling
performance was evident for explicit awareness of pho-
nemes but not syllables for all but the syllable-timed
languages, Spanish and French who were at ceiling in
both conditions. Letter knowledge was complete in all
languages and the effect of orthographic depth on read-
ing progress was clear with Spanish and Greek the best
and English the worst. Nevertheless, no variance in due
to orthographic depth was discernible in phoneme
awareness. While orthographic depth may have exerted
an earlier effect, the Time 1 ﬁndings give no indication
of a strong relationship with orthographic depth since
phoneme identiﬁcation was equally accurate in English
(deep) as in Icelandic and Spanish (shallow).
4. Study 3: The impact of literacy instruction on
phonological awareness
The role of instruction in promoting phonological devel-
opment has been rather overlooked in spite of longstand-
ing evidence that alphabetic reading instruction
promotes phoneme awareness (e.g., Alegria et al., 1982;
Read et al., 1986). The PGS model acknowledges the inﬂu-
ence of instruction about letter-sounds but differences in
the implementation of such instruction are considered to
have relatively low impact (cf. Johnston & Watson, 2004).
Instead, the model places an emphasis on the effect of
orthographic depth since letter-sound instruction is pre-
dicted to work better in shallow than deep orthographies.
The ML model, on the other hand, highlights the meta-cog-
nitive demands imposed by the method of reading instruc-
tion, predicting that instruction will promote explicit
awareness of whichever sounds receive this type of
emphasis.
In each language under investigation here, reading was
taught via phonics instruction, in which letter-sounds
were introduced early in the ﬁrst year together with pho-
nics exercises for practising decoding. The objective in
Study 3 is to consider each of these two factors in turn:
in the ﬁrst part, the inﬂuence of letter knowledge is exam-
ined and in the second part, a manipulation of instruction
method is presented to examine the effect of a meta-cogni-
tive focus on phonemes. This will test our assumption that
the Time 2 ceiling effects in explicit phoneme awareness
were largely due to the phonics instruction that the chil-
dren had received.
4.1. Letter knowledge
Fig. 4 helps to conceptualise the inﬂuence of letter
knowledge on phoneme awareness and reading at Time
Table 8
Mean percentage accuracy for common unit identiﬁcation in each language at Time 2 (standard deviations in parentheses).
Unit Structure Language Total
English
(n = 55)
French
(n = 20)
Greek
(n = 50)
Icelandic
(n = 33)
Portuguese
(n = 22)
Spanish
(n = 62)
(n = 242)
Syllable CVC 20.91 (31.09) 97.50 (7.69) 15.00 (29.01) 39.65 (39.69) 67.05 (37.31) 83.47 (29.32) 48.79 (43.62)
CV 34.09 (40.64) 100.00 (0.00) 84.00 (25.19) 87.27 (28.94) 92.05 (14.20) 96.37 (8.88) 78.33 (35.38)
Rime CVC 6.82 (17.65) 55.00 (41.04) 12.00 (27.77) 36.36 (33.13) 48.86 (44.64) 49.19 (35.05) 30.58 (36.93)
CV 31.82 (39.22) 85.00 (31.83) 57.33 (42.21) 69.70 (38.91) 82.95 (33.08) 87.50 (23.41) 65.56 (41.00)
Phoneme CVC 89.55 (26.65) 92.50 (18.32) 90.00 (26.73) 92.93 (13.84) 96.59 (11.69) 85.08 (22.84) 89.84 (22.63)
CV 91.82 (23.10) 92.50 (20.03) 94.33 (13.30) 98.48 (6.06) 96.59 (15.99) 93.95 (14.09) 94.28 (16.41)
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1. The data are combined across language groups. The
upper graphs show that the limited reading of words and
nonwords is highly dependent on letter knowledge, with
knowledge of approximately 80% of letters required before
reading advances. This is similar to previous ﬁndings from
English-speaking phonics classrooms (Duncan & Seymour,
2000; Seymour & Duncan, 2001). In the lower graphs, let-
ter knowledge explains approximately 25% of the variance
in simple regressions against phoneme matching and iden-
tiﬁcation. The relationship between letter knowledge and
phoneme awareness is much less restrictive than the one
depicted in the upper graphs, adding support from a class-
room setting to experimental evidence that item-speciﬁc
letter knowledge is not required for the emergence of pho-
neme awareness (Castles, Wilson, & Coltheart, 2011; Hul-
me, Caravolas, Malkova, & Brigstocke, 2005).
4.2. Literacy instruction
Given that letter knowledge provides only a partial ac-
count of phoneme awareness at Time 1, the effect of other
aspects of reading instruction was examined; in particu-
lar, whether phonics exercises for practicing decoding
were related to the rapid development of explicit pho-
neme awareness across languages. An innovative aspect
of the Belgian (French) study, directed by Jacqueline Ley-
baert, Philippe Mousty, and Nathalie Genard, was the
inclusion of groups receiving contrasting methods of
instruction. The Belgian French-speakers in Studies 1
and 2 received phonics instruction but an additional sam-
ple was taught via a whole-word method that adopted a
look-and-say approach to reading by encouraging chil-
dren to practice whole-word identiﬁcation using tech-
niques such as ﬂash cards. Alegria et al. (1982)
compared similar groups, ﬁnding that phonics instruction
conferred an advantage in phoneme but not syllable
reversal.
The LR model does not predict any instructional effects
on the large-to-small sequence but the ML model predicts
that phonics instruction should speciﬁcally promote the
emergence of explicit phoneme awareness. According to
the PGS model, depending on whether letter-sound knowl-
edge is being acquired, phonological development should
proceed similarly since both groups are learning to read
the same (French) orthography.
4.2.1. Method
4.2.1.1. Participants. The phonics group are the French-
speaking children in Studies 1 and 2. The new whole-word
group were also (Belgian) French-speaking and comprised
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Fig. 4. Time 1 scatterplots plotting percentage accuracy scores for letter knowledge against word and nonword reading (upper graphs) and against
phoneme matching and phoneme common unit identiﬁcation (lower graphs). All individual participants are included.
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15 children. Materials and Procedure are as described in
Studies 1 and 2.
4.2.1.2. Results.
4.2.1.2.1. Literacy and background measures. The two
instructional groups were matched on age, Raven’s
Matrices and Digit Span, all Fs < 1 (see Table 9 for means).
For both letter knowledge (upper- and lower-case) and
nonword decoding, interactions indicated that groups
were equivalent at Time 1 but differed by Time 2,
Fð1;33Þ ¼ 8:69; p < :01; g2p ¼ :21 and Fð1;33Þ ¼ 28:30;
p < :001;g2p ¼ :46, respectively. Letter knowledge had
improved in both groups by Time 2 but nonword decoding
only improved after exposure to phonics instruction.
4.2.1.2.2. Phonological tasks. Fig. 5 illustrates phonological
task performance at Times 1 and 2. Note that Time 2
French syllable awareness is approaching ceiling regard-
less of instruction method. For matching, a mixed ANOVA
using within-participants factors, time (Time 1, Time 2),
unit (syllable, rime, phoneme) and structure (CVC, CV)
and the between-participants factor, instruction (whole-
word, phonics) revealed that the only signiﬁcant effect
involving instruction was the interaction with time,
Fð1;32Þ ¼ 7:70; p < :01;g2p ¼ :20. The groups performed
similarly at Time 1, F < 1, and differed marginally by Time
2, F(1,32) = 3.58, p = .07. While the phonics group showed
a tendency for stronger improvement over time, the
pattern of improvement was similar in both groups: the
smaller the unit, the greater the improvement. In the
common unit task, time and instruction interacted,
Fð1;32Þ ¼ 35:76; p < :001;g2p ¼ :53, with the groups
matched at Time 1, F(1,32) = 2.06, p > .05, but differing by
Time 2, F(1,32) = 10.90, p < .01. However, these factors also
interacted with unit and structure in a four-way interac-
tion, Fð2;64Þ ¼ 4:54; p < :05;g2p ¼ :12, indicating group
differences in the pattern of improvement. The whole-
word group did not improve for any unit over time
(syllable: F(1,13) = 1.81, p > .05; rime: F(1,13) = 1.34,
p > .05; phoneme: F(1,13) = 3.60, p > .05), whereas the
phonics group showed improvement for syllables,
F(1,19) = 26.81, p < .001, rimes, F(1,19) = 21.67, p < .001,
and especially, phonemes, F(1,19) = 90.57, p < .001. Struc-
ture modiﬁed the picture: the phonics advantage at Time
2 tended to be restricted to CV structures for syllable and
rime identiﬁcation but to be signiﬁcant across structures
for phoneme identiﬁcation. The CV advantage for rime
identiﬁcation may reﬂect the single phoneme rime unit in
these items.
4.3. Summary discussion
The instructional manipulation was conﬁrmed by a
phonics group advantage in letter knowledge and nonword
reading at Time 2, even though groups were matched at
Time 1. Although letter knowledge improved in both
groups across the year, the two instruction methods were
associated with different patterns of phonological perfor-
mance. Whole-word instruction improved implicit match-
ing but not explicit common unit identiﬁcation despite the
gains in letter knowledge among this group. Phonics
instruction conferred advantages in both phonological
tasks. Aspects of the ﬁndings are consistent with each
model: emerging letter knowledge appeared sufﬁcient to
stimulate (implicit) awareness of smaller units (PGS mod-
el) but the demand imposed by phonics exercises seemed
necessary for explicit awareness of phonemes (ML model).
Nevertheless, contrary to the ML model, phonics instruc-
tion also increased explicit syllable and rime awareness, al-
beit to a lesser extent than for phonemes.
5. General discussion
Our study provides a rare opportunity to observe pho-
nological development in six alphabetic orthographies as
children begin to read under comparable teaching regimes.
Progress was monitored from the beginning of the ﬁrst
year of reading (Time 1) until the end of this school year
(Time 2). The two leading models of phonological develop-
ment offer contrasting views about the likely outcome of
such a study. The LR model anticipates a universal large-
to-small sequence of sensitivity to speech sounds that is
dependent on preschool segmental restructuring of speech
representations driven by item familiarity and neighbour-
hood density. The ML model offers no ﬁxed order but
emphasises the inﬂuence of native language and distin-
guishes different levels of awareness, proposing that expli-
cit awareness of any sound is dependent on prior implicit
awareness and the presence of an external demand for
meta-linguistic control over that particular sound. Key
phases of phonological development were examined to
shed light on these competing claims, namely: the ques-
tion of the availability of phonology in the six languages
at the outset of learning to read (Study 1); the inﬂuence
of orthographic depth on the pace of phonological develop-
ment during the transition to literacy (Study 2); and the
impact of literacy instruction on the sequence of phonolog-
ical development (Study 3). The outcome did not support
either model in its entirety and the resulting implications
Table 9
Mean chronological age (months), raw score for Raven’s Progressive Matrices and WISC-R Digit Span, and percentage accuracy for letter knowledge and
monosyllabic nonword decoding in the phonics and whole-word instructional groups according to time of testing (standard deviations in parentheses).
Instruction method N CA months Ravens raw score Digit Span raw score Letter Knowledge% Nonword decoding %
Time 1 Time 2 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2
Phonics 20 77.75 (4.42) 24.65 (5.58) 10.84 a (2.46) 50.34 (28.79) 90.14 (9.99) 11.67 (28.66) 94.58 (13.32)
Whole- Word 15 78.00 (3.48) 24.50 (5.29) 10.54 (2.33) 44.66 (39.01) 62.96 (35.64) 24.44 (37.20) 37.22 (46.06)
a The phonics group’s mean Digit Span score was based on 19 participants.
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for understanding phonological development are explored
in the sections to follow.
5.1. Availability of phonology
Consistent with the LR model large-to-small sequence,
syllables were most salient in the matching task for every
language at Time 1. The status of onset-rime awareness
was less clear. Phonemes that are also word onsets should
have equal salience to rimes and in some languages pho-
neme and rime matching were developing at a similar pace
(Icelandic, Portuguese, Spanish, French) but, in others, pho-
nemes were already more salient than rimes (English,
Greek). This strongly implies that initial phonemes may
have a different status from rimes in the latter languages,
and further, that awareness of larger rime units is not nec-
essary for awareness of smaller phonemes to emerge.
Processing in the common unit task did not follow the
same pattern since syllables were not always the easiest
sounds to identify across all languages. Instead, three re-
sponse proﬁles were observed: (1) phonemes > syllables
(English, Greek, Icelandic); (2) syllables = phonemes (Por-
tuguese); and (3) syllables > phonemes (French, Spanish).
Rime identiﬁcation was uniformly poor, either equivalent
to phonemes (Portuguese, French) or worse than pho-
nemes (English, Greek, Icelandic, Spanish). These results
contradict LR claims that there should be a relation across
tasks for speciﬁc items (Metsala & Walley, 1998, p. 102),
since our implicit and explicit tasks used the same stimuli
to control for item frequency and neighbourhood density ef-
fects. The outcome was also inconsistent with the ML pre-
diction that implicit sensitivity to any sound is necessary
for explicit awareness of that sound. This latter prediction
worked best for syllables, where implicit performance
tended to be better or similar to explicit performance, and
for rimes, where performance levels were equivalent. How-
ever, implicit abilities were relatively poor compared to ex-
plicit skills for phonemes, especially by Time 2.
The contrasting outcomes link to proposals that differ-
ent phonological tasks may assess differing levels of
awareness (e.g., Morais, 1991). Savage et al. (2006) ob-
served a similar large-unit advantage in matching and a
small-unit advantage in common unit identiﬁcation among
pre-school English-speakers. They concluded that implicit
matching may be related to the quality of acoustic–pho-
netic representations and that explicit common-unit iden-
tiﬁcation may relate to the quality of articulatory–phonetic
representations. While this proposal awaits conﬁrmation,
it is at least consistent with the present evidence. Implicit
(or holistic) sensitivity appeared sufﬁcient for matching as
larger units of sound were most salient, in keeping with
the relevance of unit size rather than linguistic status (Trei-
man & Zukowski, 1996), and cross-linguistic variation was
relatively small as might be expected when precision in
identiﬁcation or articulation is not required. In contrast,
the analysis demanded by common unit identiﬁcation ex-
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Fig. 5. Mean percentage accuracy for each instruction group in the matching and common unit tasks at Times 1 and 2.
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posed considerable cross-linguistic variation in skill at iso-
lating speciﬁc units of sound.
The presence of cross-linguistic variation challenges the
existence of a universal sequence of phonological develop-
ment. In the syllable tasks, the results contradict a syllable
complexity explanation which would favour Spanish and
Portuguese over English and Icelandic. Instead, speech
rhythm offers a better account since syllable processing
was strongest in syllable-timed French and Spanish and
weakest in stress-timed English (and in Greek).
The low levels of rime awareness observed here contrast
with the wealth of evidence that onset-rime structure is
salient from preschool onwards (e.g., Kirtley et al., 1989;
Treiman, 1985). Rime awareness was often higher in CV syl-
lables where rime units correspond to phonemes, and also
higher in French than English, arguing against the inﬂuence
of phonological rime neighbourhood density which is
similar in these languages (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). Nev-
ertheless, previous work has concentrated on English mono-
syllabic stimuli, raising questions about how well ﬁndings
translate to the multisyllabic context more typical of other
European languages, and which was, by necessity, the focus
for the present study. An exploration of this question by
Duncan, Seymour, and Bolik (2007) found that English-
speakers favoured division of disyllabic words like ‘‘rocket’’
into an onset plus superrime structure (/r/-/AkIt/) rather
than an organisation in which the onset and rime within
each syllable was salient ([/r/-/A/]-[/k/-/It/], Selkirk, 1982).
The current data conﬁrm that the rime of the ﬁrst syllable
is also low in salience in other languages.
5.2. Inﬂuence of orthographic depth
Common syllable and rime identiﬁcation improved dur-
ing the ﬁrst school year but the relative position of the lan-
guage groups remained much the same, suggesting that
orthographic depth was not exerting a differential effect
on performance: syllable identiﬁcation remained most
accurate in Spanish and French and least accurate in Eng-
lish, consistent with the speech rhythm hypothesis.
The PGS model predicts that phoneme awareness
should be accelerated in shallow relative to deep orthogra-
phies (Greek, Spanish, Icelandic > Portuguese > French >
English). The best ﬁt came from phoneme matching at
Time 1 where Icelandic (shallow) was better than French
(intermediate) but by Time 2, English (deep) did not differ
from Spanish (shallow) or Portuguese (intermediate). In
the common unit task, the two most advanced groups at
Time 1 phoneme identiﬁcation were the readers of the
English (deep) and Icelandic (shallow) orthographies, and
by Time 2, ceiling-level phoneme identiﬁcation was exhib-
ited by all language groups.
In contrast to the phonological tasks, Time 2 word and
nonword reading broadly conﬁrmed the inﬂuence of ortho-
graphic depth on literacy acquisition (e.g., Seymour et al.,
2003), although Icelandic performance was slightly worse
and French performance slightly better than expected (Ta-
ble 6). The lack of a consistent effect of orthographic depth
on phonological development made it seem possible that
instruction might be having a strong impact on phoneme
awareness and, most especially, on the emergence of expli-
cit awareness of phonemes where variation by the end of
the year was minimal.
5.3. Impact of literacy instruction
Phonics was the common instructional method across
languages in our main study of phonological development.
As well as conferring letter-sound knowledge, phonics
instruction offers insight into the small phonemic sounds
that are contained within spoken words and which can
be used via their associations with letters to decode writ-
ten words. This contrasts with a whole-word technique
that teaches visual recognition of words as wholes. In a
comparison of these methods in French, the phonics group
developed more accurate letter knowledge and nonword
decoding than the whole-word group by Time 2. Matching
in both groups improved during this time with the phonics
group displaying only a marginal accuracy advantage but
not one that was speciﬁc to any unit. This contrasted with
the outcome in the common unit task where the whole-
word group’s letter knowledge (63%) and reading experi-
ence failed to improve identiﬁcation performance by Time
2. The phonics group, on the other hand, showed signiﬁ-
cant improvement across all units, although most strongly
for phonemes.
Although the ML model predicts that phonics instruc-
tion will trigger explicit phoneme awareness due to the
meta-cognitive demand for conscious manipulation of
phonemes imposed by the phonics exercises, the concom-
itant effects on syllable and rime awareness are not pre-
dicted. One possibility is that this generalisation to larger
units can be traced to the well-documented interaction be-
tween phonology and orthography, consistent with the
phonics group’s Time 2 advantage in nonword decoding.
Alternatively, learning to read via phonics instruction
may give rise to an attention mechanism which increases
capacity to focus on the sound structure of speech (Morais,
Castro, Scliar-Cabral, Kolinsky, & Content, 1987b; Morais &
Kolinsky, 2002).
5.4. Overview
Our longitudinal study of phonological development re-
vealed shared themes as well as cross-linguistic variation
in the processing of spoken and written language.
Although the ﬁndings are consistent with the idea of a re-
ciprocal relationship between phonological awareness and
learning to read (e.g., Perfetti et al., 1987), the outcome of-
fers a greater precision about the changes that occur in
phonological awareness over the ﬁrst year of reading
acquisition.
An argument has been made in this article that the pro-
cessing demands of phonological tasks need to be taken
into account in describing children’s awareness of sound.
The tasks chosen for our study, matching and common unit
identiﬁcation, were carefully equated in terms of memory
load and structure so that the focus was on the different
levels of awareness being assessed. Moreover, the items
were identical between tasks to control for the inﬂuence
of frequency and neighbourhood density. In spite of these
measures, performance was neither stable between tasks
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nor consistently more accurate for syllables than pho-
nemes, contrary to the predictions of the LR model. Match-
ing provoked more large-unit processing, especially at
Time 1, seemingly due to the requirement for a global
judgement about sound similarity. By Time 2, the large-
unit advantage had diminished despite several language
groups not having achieved ceiling performance at syllable
matching. This contrasted markedly with the pattern ob-
served in the common unit task where accuracy was high-
er for small than large units in several languages from Time
1, and all languages showed ceiling effects for small-units
(although not necessarily for large units) by Time 2. Thus,
these ﬁndings conﬂict with the view of phonological devel-
opment as a universal large-to-small sequence.
It will be important to move towards a classiﬁcation of
task differences if the relationship between phonological
development and later reading is to be better understood.
Previous distinctions between implicit sensitivity to sound
similarity and a more explicit capacity to manipulate indi-
vidual sounds (e.g., Morais, 1991) correspond broadly with
the task analyses presented here but exactly how these
terms relate to the processing in any phonological task is
not well understood. When a larger battery of phonological
tasks is included, it becomes much more difﬁcult to order
tasks along the hypothesised implicit-explicit continuum.
This problem has challenged researchers for some time
but no consistent classiﬁcation system has emerged. For
example, Yopp (1988) identiﬁed three independent pro-
cessing demands: (a) comparison or discrimination; (b)
individual sound manipulation; and (c) phonological
memory.5 More recently, Roberts and McDougall (2003) dis-
tinguished slightly different categories, namely: implicit
awareness (e.g., matching); production and discrimination
(e.g., oddity, similarity detection); and manipulation (e.g.,
segmentation, blending). Yet another way of conceiving of
the processing demands has been to treat the status of pho-
nological speech representations separately from the meta-
cognitive task demands such as short-term memory or con-
scious awareness that might be involved in accessing such
representations (Ramus & Szenkovits, 2008). This acknowl-
edges that even implicit phonological awareness tasks do
not reﬂect speech representations as directly as online mea-
sures of speech processing since meta-cognitive processing
is required and is likely to become increasingly involved
with age and reading experience.
The present study demonstrated that the training pro-
vided by phonics instruction, rather than learning to read
per se, appeared sufﬁcient to trigger excellent explicit sen-
sitivity to phonemes across languages by the end of the
ﬁrst school year. Indeed, the children who were not ex-
posed to phonics instruction (whole-word group, Study
3) were the only group in our study not to show a ceiling
effect in common phoneme identiﬁcation by Time 2. A
meta-cognitive ability to manipulate sound explicitly ap-
pears deeply intertwined with what children have to do
with sound in decoding novel words (Duncan, Seymour,
& Hill, 2000; Duncan et al., 1997). Pinpointing the source
of this effect will be important for understanding the
direction of the association between phonological aware-
ness and reading progress. There is long-standing evidence
that meta-cognitive training beneﬁts performance in both
phoneme awareness and reading (Cunningham, 1990),
which implies that strategies learned during reading acqui-
sition might usefully be extended to solve phonological
tasks.
Alternatively, the emerging linkage between phonology
and orthography that features in many models of reading
development (e.g., Grainger et al., 2012) may strengthen
phonological task performance. Phonological perceptions
are known to become coloured by orthographic knowledge
once reading begins, as children are more likely to judge
that a word like ‘pitch’ contains more phonemes than ‘rich’
when they know how to spell these phonemically identical
words (Ehri & Wilce, 1980). Nevertheless, phonological
representations may also be directly impacted by learning
to read in a manner independent of these newly acquired
links to orthography. It remains an empirical question as
to which explanation is most likely but emerging fMRI evi-
dence from adults and older children offers support for
age-related increases in the recruitment of orthographic
processing in rhyming tasks even when, as in the present
study, these tasks are delivered exclusively in the auditory
modality (Booth et al., 2004). Among adults, Pattamadilok
et al. (2011) found two ERP components associated with
orthographic activation in auditory rhyme judgement:
the ﬁrst occurred during phonological segmentation, and
the second, during the task decision process. Exactly how
these processes are formed among beginning readers or in-
deed, why they might fail to be formed in the case of read-
ing disability, requires further study.
A notable strength of our study is that it provides the
opportunity to compare six language groups, which rein-
forces the generalizability of the present ﬁndings by repli-
cation across a series of alphabetic languages. It also sets
up the possibility of cross-linguistic comparisons, although
this raises inevitable questions about item and participant
comparability across groups (Share, 2008). As these com-
parisons are of considerable theoretical interest, we have
presented the outcome throughout but acknowledge the
limitations inherent in this design even when careful at-
tempts are made to match groups and stimuli.
Phonological awareness differed between languages at
Time 1. Variation in syllable awareness, especially syllable
identiﬁcation, appeared associated with speech rhythm,
which replicates and extends existing cross-linguistic work
on this topic (e.g., Duncan et al., 2006). As outlined in the
introduction, an exact deﬁnition of speech rhythm remains
elusive but consistent differences in word segmentation
from ﬂuent speech emerge among infants from prototypi-
cal syllable-timed vs. stress-timed linguistic environments
(Nazzi et al., 1998, 2006). Future work is needed to analyse
the association between phonological awareness and
speech rhythm more closely. At present, sensitivity to
speech rhythm is increasingly being linked to reading pro-
gress (e.g., Goswami et al., 2002; Gutierrez-Palma & Palma-
Reyes, 2008; Holliman et al., 2010). Developmental dyslex-
ics appear less sensitive to the amplitude modulation of
the auditory signal at frequencies which, in speech,
5 Note that in this study the sound unit under investigation is
confounded with task.
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correspond with aspects of syllable processing. These
experimental techniques have recently been used to iden-
tify auditory processing differences between young speak-
ers of English and, syllable-timed, Hungarian (Surányi
et al., 2009). Thus, the typical rhythm of native language
may normally be encoded in lexical representations from
the earliest phases of development (see also Curtin, Mintz,
and Christiansen (2005)), which strengthens support for
the ML model emphasis on the role of the early linguistic
environment in shaping the developing phonological
system.
Expanding orthographic knowledge and instruction ex-
erted a powerful inﬂuence on the course of phonological
development in all six of our alphabetic orthographies.
While the lack of a clear effect of orthographic depth was
surprising (cf. PGS model), orthographic depth was associ-
ated with the implementation of the alphabetic principle
in reading here as in previous work (e.g., Seymour et al.,
2003). Possibilities for future investigation are that ortho-
graphic depth may shape the development of phoneme
awareness more strongly in the absence of phonics instruc-
tion, or that a meta-cognitive ability to focus on sub-lexical
sounds may emerge relatively rapidly via instruction but
differential effects of spelling-sound correspondence con-
sistency may emerge over a longer time span via statistical
learning.
Table A1
Stimuli for the matching and common unit tasks in each languagea.
Language Target sound and initial syllable structure
English Syllable Structure Rime Structure Phoneme Structure
curtain–curly cvc gamble–hamster cvc penguin–padlock cvc
marble–market cvc panther–bandage cvc corner–camping cvc
parcel–party cvc purple–burden cvc garden–guilty cvc
window–winter cvc cobweb–lobster cvc dolphin–darker cvc
button–bubble cv comic–poppy cv kettle–curry cv
letter–lemon cv melon–better cv rummage–rabbit cv
woman–woolly cv puppy–rubbish cv garage–going cv
carrot–camel cv hammer–saddle cv wallet–woman cv
Greek Syllable Structure Rime Structure Phoneme Structure
paqjo-paqsi CVC uo9qla–po9qse1 CVC jaqsa–jo9kpo CVC
de9qmx–de9qla CVC se9qla–pe9qri CVC baksoi–be9qce1 CVC
mt9ue1–mt9vsa CV bo9koi–co9la CV ce9ka–ci9mx CV
le9qa–le9ki CV qi9fa–lt9se1 CV jg9po1–jot9sa CV
jamx-jasre CV baux-vamei CV ke9pi–kalpa CV
ci9de1–ct9qo CV re9ka–ce9qo CV lo9da–lot9ri CV
pavo1-pakg CV ki9qa–bi9de1 CV pe9sqe1–pei9ma CV
he9rg–he9la CV uot9rse1–cot9ma CV me9o1–mi9jg CV
Icelandic Syllable Structure Rime Structure Phoneme Structure
borði–borga cvc kexið–sexan cvc vindur–vökvað cvc
tálga–tálmi cvc heﬂað–gefnir cvc teﬂi–tíska cvc
veðmál–veðbók cvc veskið–hespan cvc regla–rosti cvc
dúfan–dúkur cv þurrka–burtu cvc sóﬁ–sumar cv
hátíð–hávær cv gusa–funi cv fífa–foli cv
hótel–hópur cv lína–sími cv líta–leki cv
peli–pera cv kátur–málað cv hamar–höfuð cv
tími–ty´ra cv vinur–litað cv kútur–kominn cv
Portuguese Syllable Structure Rime Structure Phoneme Structure
balça–balde cvc silva–ﬁlme cvc mosca–março cvc
cisma–cisne cvc bolso–polpa cvc perna–polvo cvc
farda–farto cvc poste–costa cvc relva–risco cvc
melga–melro cvc curva–furto cvc sarda–silvo cvc
vinda–vinco cv fuga–gume cv baba–beco cv
rude–rumo cv lama–cano cv caco–cola cv
povo–poça cv mito–tira cv dedo–dica cv
pêlo–pêra cv toga–colo cv fera–ﬁgo cv
Spanish Syllable Structure Rime Structure Phoneme Structure
pinza–pintor cvc casco–raspa cvc balsa–bingo cvc
palco–palpar cvc lapso–raptar cvc caldo–curva cvc
censo–central cvc campo–gamba cvc falda–ﬁrme cvc
manta–mango cvc acné–tacto cvc mundo–manta cvc
mesa–metro cv taco–nata cv pata–pelo cv
caja–cable cv nube–duna cv gota–gallo cv
dado–dama cv teja–velo cv faro–fuga cv
solo–sopa cv risa–pico cv mago–muro cv
a For the matching task, the items shown are targets which were administered together with an equal number of foils of similar structure. Foils for the
matching task and French items for both tasks can be obtained on request from L. Duncan and J. Leybaert, respectively.
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Therefore, to conclude, the outcome of our study sug-
gests that it is no longer helpful to characterise phonolog-
ical development in terms of a ﬁxed sequence because this
type of generalisation obscures important variation that
occurs in response to the demands of the assessment task,
the type of instruction taking place in the classroom and
the nature of the spoken and written languages under
investigation.
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